
Technology and Humanity:  
the next 10 years



“Imagination is 

more important 

than knowledge” 

Albert Einstein



The future is no longer a timeframe, it’s a mindset!



Both men and women!





Beware: the future is no longer an extension of the present!





Are humans the 

horses of the 

coming 

digital  

era?



Smart machines 
may end up taking 

many of our 
routines and tasks 

-  
but not our 

occupations, our 
‘work’ and our 

purpose
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Hyper-connectivity

We’re at the  
pivot point  

of exponential 
change

Smart-everything

The Internet of Things 

Intelligent Machines (AI, ML)

The end of oil
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Quantum Computing



Smart everything



‘Gradually, then suddenly’ is the new normal

Business as usual is dead or dying



Data is the new oil, and AI is the new electricity!



“Artificial intelligence would be the ultimate version of Google. It would understand everything on the Web.      

It would understand exactly what you wanted, and it would give you the right thing. We’re nowhere near doing 

that now. However, we can get incrementally closer to that, and that is basically what we work on.”            

Larry Page, Google, October 2000                                           



  “We will move from mobile first to an AI-first world” (Sundar @ Google, 2016)     



Technology already has more power than oil or banking ever did. Ethics? Regulation? Stewardship?
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via Frank Diana TCS

Unprecedented opportunities will require responsible and wise actors 



Humanity will change more in the next 20 years than the previous 300 years



Humans ☯ machines: new relationships
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The Cloud + IoT + AI: we’re building a new meta-intelligence
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An arms-race of AI and human genome editing would be detrimental
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"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right  
          (or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do” adapted from Potter Stewart



The coming economic power shifts will bring huge opportunities - and require thoughtful leadership
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Beware: sustainable success will not just be about efficiency, productivity and GDP 
growth - it will be about a holistic view as far as the future of humanity is concerned  



Who will be ‘mission control’ for humanity?



Who will be ‘mission control’ for humanity?



Do you agree that we have an  

ethical imperative  
to harness the power of 

exponential technologies for the 

collective good of 

mankind?

Perceived benefits and negative consequences of 12 emerging technologies (via WEF Global Risk Study 2016)



Soon, the question is no longer if technology can do something but why? and who?
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All great technological innovation should result in 
human flourishing, first and foremost

From feasibility and efficiency to reason and purpose







Computers that can hear us, see us, understand us.  
No longer programmed but taught!



Speaking to machines ‘like speaking to a friend’



Artificial Intelligence: “Computer systems able to perform tasks that 
normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech 

recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages”



Massively scaleable narrow AI / IA (intelligent assistance) is changing all industries
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(Do not pay bot)



(Do not pay bot)



“Algorithms outperform human intelligence when it is not 
about understanding, mental or emotional states, intentions, 
interpretations, deep semantic skills, consciousness, self-

awareness and flexible intelligence*  (via Luciano Floridi)



Social intelligence (human) 

Emotional intelligence (human) 

Intellectual intelligence (human) 

——————————— 

Artificial intelligence (machines)



Anything that cannot be digitized or automated will become much more valuable   

Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…



Smart is great but human is better! 



A new era for education



The biggest challenge is not that machines will take over  
-but that we become too much like them!





Being on 

Team 

Human 
 is a key 

differentiator  



The 2017 FutureOfLife AI principles: how exponential technological change could remain humanly sustainable

Human values: all systems should be designed and operated to be compatible with 

ideals of human dignity, rights, freedoms and cultural diversity 

Shared benefit and prosperity: to benefit & empower as many people as possible 

Ecosystem thinking: ethical, economical and societal issues need to be included 

Responsibility: those that design, build or run these systems are moral stakeholders



Use technology for human purposes: focus on magic, discourage manic, ban the toxic!



Invest as much in humanity (HI) than you invest in technology (AI)



Embrace technology  
- but don’t become it



Thanks for your time and attention!


